BLUE JUPITER
CONTRACT RIDER

Additional Contract Provisions:
1. PURCHASER to provide Twenty-four (24), 20 oz. or 1 L. bottles of non-carbonated, natural spring, room
temperature water at the Arrival Time.
2. PURCHASER to provide a coned-off, designated parking area at the load-in area or next to the venue
3. PURCHASER to provide two (2) separate dressing room spaces. Please Blue Jupiter is a CO-ED
ensemble, sometimes traveling with infant/toddler. Please make sure the rooms are private, secure, and
lockable. We appreciate being very close to the stage too!

OTHER
1. HOTEL
Unless stipulated otherwise in the Contract, Purchaser will provide three non-smoking king-bed rooms at a
nearby established hotel chain with a AAA rating of more than 3 stars. Preferred hotels are Embassy Suites,
Radisson, Holiday Inn, Marriott, Courtyard Marriott, and similar hotels. In a perfect world the hotel will have
sundry shops and restaurants or room service available when the Blue Jupiter’s show is over.
Hotel must include high speed internet access in the rooms. Please be sure to guarantee the rooms for
early/late arrival.
2. MEALS
When the purchaser is providing meals for Blue Jupiter, please note that there may be up to six people
(including performers) that will eat. Two of the members are allergic to gluten and are also vegetarians
(please call with questions). The rest of the crew tends to eat healthy when possible. Blue Jupiter prefers
to eat the meal after their show and tear down. This can be pretty late, after many restaurants close. Blue
Jupiter is happy to place an order in advance and have it delivered to the venue after the show. Please
don’t hesitate to call with any questions.

Acceptance. We acknowledge and confirm that we have read and approved the terms and conditions set forth
in this rider as deemed by our signature below.

_________________________________
Signature of Purchaser
Date: _______/________/_______
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